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(S)  Rubber  track  for  vehicles. 

(57)  A  rubber  track  consists  of  a  rubber  structure 
(1)  in  the  form  of  an  endless  chain  exhibiting  on 
the  side  opposite  to  the  tread,  a  series  of  lon- 
gitudinally  aligned  metal  inserts  (3)  on  which 
rollers  (4)  carrying  the  vehicle  weight  rest.  Each 
metal  insert  (3)  is  comprised  of  a  pair  of  parallel 
plate-like  elements  (6)  which  exhibits  two  first 
flaps  (9)  close  and  parallel  to  each  other  and 
extending  in  the  longitudinal  direction  from  one 
side  of  the  insert  (3),  and  two  second  flaps  (10) 
parallel  to  and  spaced  apart  from  each  other 
and  extending  in  the  longitudinal  direction  from 
the  opposite  side  of  the  insert  (3).  The  first  two 
close  flaps  (9)  of  an  insert  (3)  are  disposed 
between  the  second  two  spaced  flaps  (1  0)  of  the 
adjacent  insert  (3)  so  as  to  form  a  continuous 
support  surface  for  the  rollers  (4)  carrying  the 
vehicle  weight. 
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The  present  invention  relates  to  a  rubber  track  for 
vehicles. 

This  track  is  particularly  intended  for  excavators, 
beach-cleaning  means,  combine  harvesters  and  in 
general  for  all  tracked  vehicles  usually  operating  off- 
road  which,  however,  forvarious  reasons  need  to  ride 
on  asphalt  roads  too.  It  is  in  fact  known  that  a  rubber 
track  prevents  the  road  blanket  from  being  damaged. 

It  is  also  known  that  rubber  are  provided,  in  the 
inner  part  thereof  opposite  to  the  tread,  with  a  series 
of  metal  inserts  which  are  partly  buried  in  the  rubber, 
are  disposed  in  longitudinal  alignment  and  project 
vertically.  There  inserts  act  as  stiff  supports  for  the  rol- 
lers  carrying  the  vehicle  weight  and  in  addition  enable 
the  propulsion  carried  out  by  the  crawler  wheel. 

Presently,  in  accordance  with  the  known  art,  the 
metal  inserts  are  spaced  apart  from  one  another  in  the 
longitudinal  direction,  for  the  purpose  of  enabling  the 
crawler  wheel  to  be  passed  round  by  the  track  while 
at  the  same  time  avoiding  the  interference  that  would 
otherwise  occus  between  each  insert  and  the  adja- 
cent  one. 

This  fact  involves  a  well-known  drawback.  When 
the  rollers  carrying  the  vehicle  roll  on  the  inserts,  due 
to  the  existing  discontinuities,  the  vehicle  carries  out 
an  irregular  translation  motion  and  is  subjected  to 
continuous  slight  jerks.  These  irregularities  in  the  ve- 
hicle  forward  movement  give  rise  to  the  formation  of 
vibrations  at  a  constant  frequency,  which  have  reper- 
cussions  on  the  whole  vehicle  superstructure. 

Afurtherdrawbackof  the  known  art  resides  in  that 
in  the  traditional  rubber  tracks  the  passage  holes  for 
the  crawler  wheel  teeth  have  a  quadrangular  confor- 
mation  and  their  size  is  slightly  larger  than  that  of  the 
crawler  wheel.  As  a  result,  the  material  (such  as 
stones,  hardened  mud,  etc.)  deposited  in  the  hole 
cannot  be  easily  ejected,  which  involves  the  risk  of 
wear,  abrasions  and  possible  breakages  in  the  con- 
cerned  track  area,  that  is  in  the  region  of  the  crawler 
wheel  teeth. 

The  main  object  of  the  present  invention  is  there- 
fore  to  overcome  the  above  drawbacks  relating  to  the 
known  art,  by  providing  a  rubber  track  which  enables 
a  thoroughly  regular  translation  movement  of  the  ve- 
hicle  without  vibrations  due  to  the  presence  of  discon- 
tinuities  between  the  inserts  and  also  allows  the 
material  that  usually  enters  the  track  holes  to  be  easily 
ejected. 

The  foregoing  and  further  objects  are  all  achieved 
by  the  rubber  track  in  question,  consisting  of  a  rubber 
structure  in  the  form  of  an  endless  chain  exhibiting 
externally  on  the  tread  side,  a  series  of  shaped  reliefs 
and  internally  on  the  side  opposite  to  the  tread,  a 
series  of  metal  inserts  partly  buried  in  the  rubber,  lon- 
gitudinally  aligned  and  projecting  relative  to  the  lying 
plane  of  the  rubber  structure,  said  metal  inserts  acting 
as  stiff  supports  for  the  rollers  carrying  the  vehicle 
weight  and  enabling  the  propulsion  carried  out  by  the 
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crawler  wheel,  characterized  in  that  each  of  said 
metal  plates  consists  of  a  body  comprising  two  sub- 
stantially  plate-like  elements  disposed  longitudinally 
to  the  track  extension  and  at  right  angles  to  the  lying 

5  plane  of  said  rubber  structure,  said  elements  being 
disposed  parallel  to  one  another  in  side  by  side  rela- 
tion  and  joined  by  a  substantially  cylindrical  connect- 
ing  element  perpendicular  thereto,  each  pair  of  said 
elements  forming  said  metal  insert  exhibiting  two  first 

10  flaps  close  and  parallel  to  each  other  and  extending 
in  the  longitudinal  direction  from  one  side  of  said 
insert,  and  two  second  flaps  parallel  to  and  spaced 
apart  from  each  other  and  extending  in  the  longitudi- 
nal  direction  from  the  opposite  side  of  said  insert,  said 

15  first  two  close  flaps  of  an  insert  being  disposed  be- 
tween  said  second  two  spaced  flaps  of  the  adjacent 
insert  so  as  to  form  a  continuous  support  surface  for 
said  rollers. 

Further  features  and  advantages  of  the  present 
20  invention  will  become  more  apparent  from  the 

detailed  description  of  a  preferred  embodiment  of  the 
invention,  given  hereinafter  by  way  of  non-limiting 
example  with  reference  to  the  accompanying  draw- 
ings,  in  which: 

25  -  Fig.  1  is  a  plan  view  of  a  portion  of  the  track  seen 
from  the  inner  side  thereof,  opposite  to  the  tread; 
-  Fig.  2  is  a  plan  view  of  a  portion  of  the  track  seen 
from  the  tread  side; 
-  Fig.  3  shows  a  section  taken  along  line  Ill-Ill  in 

30  Fig.  1; 
-  Fig.  4  diagrammatically  shows  a  longitudinal 
section  of  the  track  taken  at  the  wrapping  area 
over  the  crawler  wheel; 
-  Fig.  5  is  a  diagrammatic  axonometric  view  of 

35  two  adjacent  metal  inserts  showing  a  part  thereof 
external  to  the  rubber  track  structure. 
With  reference  to  the  drawings,  a  rubber  endless 

structure  giving  rise  to  the  track  in  question  has  been 
generally  denoted  by  1  . 

40  Externally  on  the  tread  side,  structure  1  exhibits 
a  series  of  shaped  reliefs  2  and  internally  on  the  side 
opposite  to  the  tread,  it  is  provided  with  a  series  of 
metal  inserts  3  partly  buried  in  the  rubber  forming  the 
structure  itself. 

45  The  metal  inserts  3  are  longitudinally  aligned 
along  the  track  extension  and  project  from  the  lying 
plane  of  the  rubber  structure  1  . 

These  metal  inserts  3  act  as  a  stiff  support  for  the 
rollers  4  carrying  the  vehicle  weight  and  enable  the 

so  propulsion  carried  out  by  the  crawler  wheel  5. 
In  greater  detail,  each  metal  insert  3  consists  of 

a  body  comprising  two  substantially  plate-like  ele- 
ments  6  disposed  longitudinally  to  the  track  extension 
and  at  right  angles  to  the  lying  plane  of  the  rubber 

55  structure  1.  These  elements  6  are  parallel  to  one 
another,  disposed  in  side  by  side  relation  and  joined 
together  by  a  substantially  cylindrical  connecting  ele- 
ment  7  perpendicular  thereto. 
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The  metal  inserts  3  are  provided  with  horizontal 
plate-like  projections  8  which  are  thoroughly  buried  in 
structure  1  (for  the  sake  of  simplicity  they  have  not 
been  shown  in  Fig.  5). 

Each  pair  of  elements  6  forming  a  metal  insert  3  5 
exhibits  two  first  flaps  parallel  and  close  to  each  other 
and  extending  in  the  longitudinal  direction  from  one 
side  of  the  insert  3,  and  two  second  flaps  10  parallel 
to  and  spaced  apart  from  each  other  and  extending  in 
the  longitudinal  direction  from  the  opposite  side  of  the  10 
insert  3. 

The  two  first  close  flaps  9  of  an  insert  3  are  dis- 
posed,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1,  between  two  second 
spaced  flaps  1  0  of  the  adjacent  insert  3  so  as  to  form 
a  continuous  support  surface  for  the  rollers  4.  15 

It  will  be  noted  that  the  inserts  3  as  conceived  can  2. 
be  wrapped  over  the  crawler  wheel  5  without  any 
mutual  interference  occurring. 

Based  on  a  further  feature  of  the  present  inven- 
tion,  a  substantially  cross-shaped  hole  11  (Fig.  2)  is  20 
formed  in  the  rubber  structure  1  between  two  adjacent 
metal  inserts  3. 

This  cross-shaped  conformation  is  made  poss- 
ible  because  the  flaps  9  and  10  of  each  insert  3  have 
a  downwardly  tapering  inclination  so  that  the  insert  3  25 
seen  in  section  exhibits  a  substantially  trapezoidal 
outline  (see  Figs.  4  and  5). 

The  cross-shaped  configuration  of  hole  11 
enables  the  material  stored  in  said  hole  to  be  easily 
ejected  therefrom  by  the  crawler  wheel  5  teeth.  30 

The  invention  attains  the  intended  purposes. 
Obviously  modifications  and  variations  may  be 

made  to  the  invention  as  conceived,  all  of  them  falling 
within  the  scope  of  the  inventive  idea.  In  addition,  all 
of  the  details  may  be  replaced  by  technically  equival-  35 
ent  elements  and  the  shapes  and  sizes  as  well  as  the 
materials  used  may  be  of  any  nature  and  magnitude 
depending  upon  requirements. 

40 
Claims 

1.  A  rubber  track  for  vehicles,  consisting  of  a  rubber 
structure  (1)  in  the  form  of  an  endless  chain  exhi- 
biting  externally,  on  the  tread  side,  a  series  of  45 
shaped  reliefs  (2)  and  internally,  on  the  side 
opposite  to  the  tread,  a  series  of  metal  inserts  (3) 
partly  buried  in  the  rubber,  longitudinally  aligned 
and  projecting  relative  to  the  lying  plane  of  the 
rubber  structure  (1),  said  metal  inserts  (3)  acting  50 
as  stiff  supports  for  the  rollers  (4)  carrying  the  ve- 
hicle  weight  and  enabling  the  propulsion  carried 
out  by  the  crawler  wheel  (5),  characterized  in  that 
each  of  said  metal  inserts  (3)  consists  of  a  body 
comprising  two  substantially  plate-like  elements  55 
(6)  disposed  longitudinally  to  the  track  extension 
and  at  right  angles  to  the  lying  plane  of  said  rub- 
ber  structure  (1),  said  elements  (6)  being  dis- 

posed  parallel  to  one  another  in  side  by  side  rela- 
tion  and  joined  by  a  substantially  cylindrical  con- 
necting  element  (7)  perpendicular  thereto,  each 
pair  of  said  elements  (6)  forming  said  metal  insert 
(3)  exhibiting  two  first  flaps  (9)  close  and  parallel 
to  each  other  and  extending  in  the  longitudinal 
direction  from  one  side  of  said  insert  (3),  and  two 
second  flaps  (10)  parallel  to  and  spaced  apart 
from  each  other  and  extending  in  the  longitudinal 
direction  from  the  opposite  side  of  said  insert  (3), 
said  first  two  close  flaps  (9)  of  an  insert  (3)  being 
disposed  between  said  second  two  spaced  flaps 
(10)  of  the  adjacent  insert  (3)  so  as  to  form  a  con- 
tinuous  support  surface  for  said  rollers. 

A  rubber  track  for  vehicles  according  to  claim  1, 
characterized  in  that  formed  between  two  adja- 
cent  metal  inserts  (3)  in  said  rubber  structure  (1) 
is  a  substantially  cross-shaped  hole  (1  1). 
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